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Abstract 
The combination of Kannel specification environment with the OVOPS implementation 
framework produces a powerful set of tools. The graphical abstract specification in the Kannel 
language is compiled to an OVOPS implementation, which can be debugged and further 
controlled using the OVOPS graphical protocol tracer. Removing the tracing and debugging 
features is easy and results in an efficient final product. In this paper, a more detailed 
description of the tools, emphasising the integration aspects, is presented together with an 
example illustrating the KanneVOVOPS compilation process from the implementation point of 
view. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The core of protocol engineering is in the use of formal specification languages. These 
languages must be abstract enough to hide those implementation details that are environment 
specific. On the other hand, they must specify everything that is needed for the standards-based 
open communication between systems made by different vendors. 
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There are four well known fonnal specification languages (also called fonnal description 
techniques, FDTs). ISO has standardised three languages: Estelle (Extended State-Transition 
Language, [1]) which is based on state transition model, LOTOS [2] which is based on the 
CCS process algebra, and ASN.l (Abstract Syntax Notation One [3]) which is used to 
describe the format of data units. ITU-T has developed SDL (Specification and Description 
Language, [4]), which is also based on the extended state transition model. Yet, the 
standardised FDTs have not gained indisputable popularity in practical protocol engineering, 
and proprietary FDTs are currently used to a large extent. 

In this paper we deal with the integration of a non-standard, visual specification language 
Kannel, and OVOPS, an object-oriented run-time library and framework for protocol 
implementation. Both Kannel and OVOPS have been recently developed in Finland with the 
support of the Technology Development Centre of Finland (TEKES) and a number of Finnish 
companies. The development has been carried out quite independently in the two projects, with 
a basic knowledge of each other. This is the ftiSt attempt to integrate these two tools to 
provide a controlled path from graphical protocol specifications to efficient implementations. 

2 KANNEL 

Kannel [5] is an application-oriented language designed especially for protocol engineering. 
The most notable features of Kannel for supporting integrated protocol engineering are 
hierarchical fmite state machines, distribution, interfaced layering, and encoding/decoding 
facilities. The visual form of Kannel makes the language user-friendly and descriptive without 
affecting the precision of the specification. 

While the main application area of Kannel is protocol engineering, it can well be used as the 
implementation language of general (distributed) software systems. This more veiSatile side of 
Kannel calls for more general software engineering capabilities which include object
orientation, visual design facilities, and an integrated tool set with a graphical user interface. 

The key aspects of Kannel that are related to software and protocol engineering are briefly 
described below. 

Object-orientation 
Kannel supports the class and object concepts of object-oriented languages. Objects may be 
value or reference objects, and objects may be local or distributed. Local objects are flexible to 
use, but do not fulftl strong distribution semantics. Distributed objects, called processes in 
Kannel, are used to model e.g. complex communicating entities. Processes are further divided 
into static and dynamic categories, depending on whether it is possible to create them at run 
time. Kannel has adopted its notion of classes most notably from the Sather language [6], in 
particular the facility of incremental superclassing and the explicit separation of (multiple) 
inheritance from code reuse. 

Interfaces 
An interface class is used to defme the abstract service interfaces of sets of classes. An 
interface class has no implementation (in this sense it resembles the deferred class concept of 
Eiffel [7]). Subtyping in Kannel is based on interface classes. 
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Visuality 
The visual components of Kannel support the design of architectural and behavioural 
components of a protocol. It has been argued that a visual notation can greatly enhance the 
understandability of complex constructs [8]. In particular, this seems to be true of state 
machines and the defmition of communication relationships (architecture) between the entities 
of a system. 

Distribution 
In Kannel, the service interfaces provided by a distributed class are separated from their 
implementation into a channel. This decision has the following advantages: 

• Separate compilation is facilitated. The monolithic class mechanism employed in some 
languages, e.g. C++, implies that even changing the private part of a class requires 
recompilation for all clients. By separating these concerns (and following the tradition of 
Ada, Turbo Pascal, Modula-2, etc.) more flexibility is gained. 

• By defming channels to be local or separate one can specify the actual distribution of the 
processes into the network nodes. The use of separate channels divides the specification 
into distinct partitions, which can yet be handled as an integrated whole on the Kannel level. 

• The unidirectional nature of messages is supported better. By giving different views into the 
service, related messages going in different directions may be syntactically attached 
together. This leads to a more concise representation of the mutual relationship between a 
client and its server. The view concept also provides static security and more readable 
specifications. 

• When channel is made an explicit language construct, we may better grasp the notion of 
transfer syntax. 

Communication 
In Kannel, a transfer syntax is a class defmable by the protocol designer. Each transfer syntax 
specifies a method of encoding/decoding all values of both basic and compound types. 
Functions for encoding and decoding data types are automatically created and applied when 
needed. 

The idea of transfer syntax in Kannel is similar to that in ASN.l. However, the realisation of 
this idea is more high-level and advanced as a language. 

Concurrency 
Kannel supports concurrency in terms of active objects. At most one thread of execution is 
active within each active object at a time. This approach, although excluding e.g. concurrent 
read access, provides a simple and safe solution to mutual exclusion problems. 

Functional logic 
Kannel has adopted Harel's statechart formalism [9] with some modifications as the means to 
describe the concurrent semantics of an active object. A statechart specifies the exact set of 
messages the object will respond to in a given state and thus maintains its integrity -- this can 
be viewed as stating as a precondition those messages that are valid for a given state. The 
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communication model is asynchronous so as to offer greater efficiency and flexibility in 
communication operations. 

Tool environment 
A protocol engineering environment has been created to support the Kannel language [10]. 
The main component of the environment is a visual Kannel editor KED, which is the default 
tool for writing a protocol specification. The specifications written with KED are translated 
into the purely textual form of Kannel which can also be used directly as the specification 
language. The KC compiler translates the (user-written or internally produced) textual form 
into C++. KC has also been used as the starting point for compiling Kannel language to the 
OVOPS implementation framework. 

a:LAYER_A else 

up:CHAN_D 

-~p_: ~~~:J?-

else else 
'• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 

Figure 1 Example protocol in the graphical Kannel specification environment. 

Figure 1 shows a sample KED specification, which includes a user process and a provider 
process. The provider is further divided into two processes communicating with each other 
using protocol data units. State transitions are shown graphically and the actions related to a 
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particular transition are shown in a separate window when the cursor is set to point at the 
transition. 

3 OVOPS 

OVOPS [11] supports design, implementation and debugging of protocols and distributed 
applications by providing an object oriented framework with class libraries and tools that are 
often needed in the development of communications software. With OVOPS, implementations 
can be made largely independent of the operating system so that they can be ported to any 
system supported by OVOPS. 

In short, the basic services and tools provided by OVOPS libraries include: 

• scheduling of tasks, 
• message passing between tasks, 
• interfaces to devices and other operating system services, 
• graphical and textual protocol tracers for debugging, 
• hierarchical symbol interface to support user interactions in symbolic form, 
• efficient and controllable memory management, 
• timers, frames and other useful classes. 

Below we take a closer look at the basic concepts of OVOPS. 

3.1 CVOPS 

The ideas behind OVOPS can be traced back to CVOPS (C-based Virtual OPerating System, 
[12]), a tool and run-time environment for generating protocol implementations. Since 1987, 
CVOPS has been (and still is) widely used in the Finnish telecommunications industry. Like the 
CVOPS kernel, the OVOPS core libraries provide virtual operating system services such as 
scheduling services, message passing services and various support services to the executable 
objects called (virtual) tasks. These are the same kind of services that the operating system 
usually provides to (real) tasks, but implementing them as a class library gives independence of 
the operating system thus improving portability between different systems. 

3.2 OVOPS class library 

The purpose of the OVOPS class library is to provide some fundamental services needed in 
event-based applications. The library structure is modular, and the core services (needed by all 
OVOPS systems) have been kept to a minimum. Additional services are supported by 
specialised libraries or tools for a particular purpose. In this way the OVOPS library can be 
kept as standard and stable as possible. 

OVOPS does not have a so called kernel because all the classes are taken in use by the user. 
The user has to construct the main loop of an OVOPS system for correct operation by herself. 
This all means that the operation of the system is based on contracts between classes of the 
OVOPS library. 
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Tasks 
Tasks are the most important classes in the OVOPS library. They are used to encapsulate the 
functionality of independent, active entities in the system. As mentioned in Section 3.1, tasks 
can be executed and scheduled by the virtual operating system. It is natural to model a task by 
using a finite state machine, because tasks are asynchronous and event-driven. However, the 
OVOPS Core library does not provide any help for modelling the finite state machine. 

In the Core library there are two kinds of tasks, Otasks and EventTasks. The Otask is the 
base class of all executed tasks. The EventTask is a task that has a message queue, and it is 
usually inherited by the user-defined tasks. EventTasks have a predefmed run function that 
takes a message from the message queue, if present, and calls the task's execute function with 
the message. Only special kinds of tasks do not need message queues, i.e. they are inherited 
from the Otask directly. These are, for example, system tasks, schedulers, I/0 handler and 
timer task. 

Tasks do not have any predefmed structure, except some variables needed by the system and 
message queues. The user's job is to build an interface, or any number of interfaces, to the task 
and to write the functionality of the task into the execute function. 

Ports and messages 
The message passing is a central feature in OVOPS. It is handled by port classes. A port has to 
belong to a task with a message queue (in other words, the task should be inherited from the 
EventTask). The port has to know to which task it belongs, because it has to be able to store 
the received message to the message queue of the task. The user may use the ports as base 
classes and build specialised (function) interfaces for messages sent through the ports. 

All message passing in OVOPS is asynchronous. A task never blocks when waiting on the 
reply of the recipient of the message. Asynchronous message passing is quite natural in the 
environment based on the virtual operating system idea. It makes it possible to implement the 
inherent concurrency of the tasks in a simple and efficient way. 

User-defmed messages can be inherited from the message class of the OVOPS library. The 
OVOPS message contains just port addresses, and the user should add other necessary 
parameters by herself. 

Scheduler 
The scheduler class implements the scheduling of the virtual operating system. Every task has 
the knowledge of its scheduler if it is supposed to be executed. When the scheduler executes a 
task it calls the run function of the task. The run function contains the task's actual 
functionality. 

The task tells the scheduler when it should be executed by calling the request function of the 
scheduler. This usually happens when the task receives a message. The scheduler is responsible 
for taking care of executing the requested task until the task has nothing more to do. This 
minimises the need for calling the request function repeatedly. When a task is created the 
constructor of the task calls the inform function of the scheduler to notify that a new task has 
been created. Similarly, when a task is deleted the destructor of the task informs the scheduler 
that the task does not need scheduling. 
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1/0 Handler and devices 
The I/0 handler implements the interface between the virtual operating system and the external 
world. It is a task (an Otask) but it has some special functions. The special function that the 
scheduler has to know is the function used for communicating with the devices (including 
interprocess communication). This function is called when the scheduler asks the I/0 handler 
to block until something has happened in the devices, e.g. data can be read or written or a 
time-out has occurred. The scheduler can give control to the I/0 handler only when there are 
no messages waiting in any message queue of any task. 

The relationship between an I/0 handler and devices is much like the relationship between 
the scheduler and tasks. A device has to know the I/0 handler to which it belongs because it 
has to tell the I/0 handler when it is created and deleted. The I/0 handler has to know all the 
devices in the system because it is monitoring them. 

3.3 Protocol tracers 

The graphical protocol tracer GPT acts as a user interface to the system built on top of the 
OVOPS class libraries. GPT provides help for tracing and debugging of user-defmed tasks. 
The main purpose of the protocol tracer is to provide help for tracing messages, i.e. events 
happened in the system. GPT uses message sequence charts to provide a visual trace of the 
events. This kind of help is lacking in the ordinary code debuggers that are also very useful in 
programming. GPT is currently supplemented by a versatile text based tracer, TPT. The 
protocol tracers are an important part of the OVOPS system although they are used only in the 
development phase. 

The protocol tracers need help from the user because they do not use any debugging 
information on object files. Instead, they need hooks to the user-defmed tasks. Hooks are C 
preprocessor macros, which contain function calls that inform the protocol tracers about 
variables in the user-defined tasks. Only hooked variables can be seen and set by the protocol 
tracers. 

4 INTEGRATION OF KANNEL AND OVOPS 

Practical protocol engineering has revealed several troublespots in the approach of using a 
number of different languages and protocol tools to develop a complicated application. Yet, 
this is the normal case in practice. Typically, tools have originally been produced as a stand
alone facility to support some very specific and isolated aspect of protocol development. Thus 
it is natural that the tools do not easily fit together. There is also much room for improvement 
in the abstraction level of the tools. This often implies that a significant amount of the final 
protocol code is actually hand-written rather than automatically generated. The true integration 
of unrelated tools belonging to different phases of the development process is a very difficult 
job. The isolation of the tools makes it necessary to compose the complete protocol 
implementation on the target code level of the tools, a task that is most error-prone and 
miserable from the programmer's point of view. 

In the integrated environment, a protocol engineer can control the entire development cycle 
from the design phase to the fmal product. He or she can use Kannel to defme the processes 
(protocol entities) of the system and their mutual relationships. For each process, Kannel can 
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be used to defme the functional logic of the protocol and the content of the messages 
exchanged between protocol entities. Specifications starting from the fmt prototypes can be 
made in clear graphical form using the visual Kannel editor KED. The textual Kannel language, 
produced from the graphical form by KED, is a complete object oriented programming 
language (resembling ADA in some respects) by itself. The translation of it into a general 
purpose o-o language like C++ is a way to achieve easy portability to various computing 
platforms. Direct compilation of Kannel to machine languages would be a formidable task. 

What are the major benefits in using translation of Kannel to the OVOPS implementation 
environment, instead of plain C++, or direct compilation to a machine language? The answer 
lies in the reliability and maintenance aspects of the implementation. Taking into account the 
strict requirements of interworking and reliability of communications software, it is not realistic 
in the current state of protocol engineering to believe that these requirements could be met 
without testing and debugging the actual implementation in the target environment (or in a test 
environment not too different from the final target environment). Interpreters or animators of 
the Kannel language may provide extra value for the verification and validation of the 
specification, but do not give much relief when the implementation is concerned. The 
automatic translation to plain C++ would force the protocol developer and tester to test and 
debug generated C++ code, which is most cumbersome. It is not easy to get enough support 
from the native, general purpose C++ programming tools in the case of automatically 
generated sources. 

The translation of Kannel to the OVOPS environment fits the implementation into a 
structured framework particularly designed for communications software. The OVOPS 
libraries are thoroughly tested, approaching bug-free status with no memory leaks. In addition, 
the graphical protocol tracer can be used to debug the implementation using high level 
concepts of OVOPS and symbols defmed in the Kannel specification. 

The Kannel/OVOPS compiler has been built using the traditional division into a front end 
and a back end. The front end carries out the lexical and syntactical analysis of a Kannel 
specification, does type checking and other semantic analysis and produces the abstract syntax 
tree. The front end also wa1ks through the process hierarchies of the specification and builds an 
associativity graph, which describes (in a data structure) the relationships between the 
processes in the Kannel specification. Using these structures, the back end generates the C++ 
code needed for the implementation of the Kannel specification in the OVOPS framework. The 
back end also takes the necessary actions to properly use the transport service, provided by 
OVOPS, to implement the separate channels, i.e. communication over the network. In this case 
the distinct partitions of the specification (see Section 2, Distribution) must be compiled into 
the target code at their respective locations. Currently only socket-based communication is 
supported by OVOPS. 

The development of the Kannel/OVOPS compiler is based on the Kannel/C++ compiler KC, 
developed in the University of Helsinki. The front end of KC is used without modifications, 
while the back end must have been tailored for the OVOPS environment. Currently, the 
specification roughly described in Figure 1, has been used as a test case for the Kannel/OVOPS 
integration. 

At the current phase, all features of the rich Kannel language are not yet compileable. There 
are some restrictions concerning e.g. multiple associations, use of value objects as instances of 
local classes, features supporting the defmition of transfer syntaxes, etc. On the other hand, in 
this context the more specialised features of the OVOPS are not used. This concerns especially 
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the Protocol Toolbox, PTB [13], which gives a sophisticated (but not graphical) framework 
for the specification of protocols directly in the OVOPS environment. It appeared to be overly 
complex to utilise PTB fully in the Kannel/OVOPS compiler, because the semantic abstractions 
in PTB and Kannel do not match very well. While Kannel tries to maintain a wide scope of 
applicability, PTB operates directly with the concepts familiar to the OSI reference model. 

Even with its limitations, the current Kannel/OVOPS compiler makes the transition from 
graphical Kannel specifications to executable and traceable software a practical reality. In the 
next phase the Kannel/OVOPS environment will be used to specify and implement parts of the 
GSM protocol stack used in mobile stations and GSM base station controllers. Automatic 
distribution of the processes in the system and specification of transfer syntax classes will be 
the main challenge in this experiment. 

5 EXAMPLE PROTOCOL 

In this chapter we will present an example of the Kannel/OVOPS compilation process from the 
implementation point of view. The chosen example protocol is artificial, but it has features 
found in typical layered OSI like systems such as abstract service interfaces, exchange of 
concrete protocol data units and several logical links between the communicating entities. The 
example that is shown in Figure I highlights as well the central properties of a typical Kannel 
specification such as process hierarchy, dynamic processes, state automata, routing methods, 
channels, views and messages. 

The implementation in C++ is produced automatically with the Kannel/OVOPS compiler. 
The generated code utilises directly only a few central OVOPS classes: protocol tasks (class 
PTask, derived from EventTask), ports (class lface), messages (class Message) and symbol 
handlers (template class UserTypeHandler). Examples of the use of these classes will be 
presented later. The rest of the underlying OVOPS execution and tracing environment is used 
indirectly via the classes above or otherwise in two ways: either the common hand-written 
OVOPS main program code can call for OVOPS services, or OVOPS classes can be declared 
as external classes to be called from the Kannel program itself. 

It was not desirable to change the interface of the existing OVOPS class library. Because of 
this there exists a small specialised Kannel oriented runtime class library in between the pure 
OVOPS library and the generated C++ code. Classes in this Kannel runtime library are derived 
from the corresponding OVOPS classes and the desired change in their behaviour is achieved 
with common C++ mechanisms like redefmed virtual functions and additional methods. In this 
way the Kannel/OVOPS compiler back end and the OVOPS class library can be kept as 
modular and as independent of each other as possible. 

5.1 System hierarchy in Kannel 

The example contains a user process (LA YER_A) that is connected through two ports ( downl 
and down2) to a lower layer server process (LA YER_B). Ports downl and down2 have a 
common channel type CHAN_D. CHAN_D is a set of messages that can be divided into 
several subsets called views is Kannel. The available messages and their class types form the 
service that LA YER_B offers to its users. LA YER_B itself consists of two instances of a 
common process type (LA YER_BA) that implement the service of LA YER_B. LA YER_BA 
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process instances (a and b) once more have as their inner structure dynamic processes that are 
of type ConTask. The ConTask instances of a:LA YER_BA and b:LA YER_BA are connected 
via a horizontal channel (of type PEER) that is used to exchange messages between these peer 
(alike) processes. The peer channel denotes the exchange of protocol data units in this 
example. 

In Kannel vocabulary the LA YER_A instance and the ConTask instances are leaf processes 
and all the other processes are branch processes. The behaviour of a leaf process is specified 
with a fmite state machine that can appear in three forms: a hierarchical Harel's state machine 
[8], stateless server or a procedural state machine. Branch processes exist primarily for the 
sake of abstraction and information hiding and cannot contain executable behaviour except in 
one case. When a branch process contains leaf processes that are to be created and deleted 
when needed (i.e. dynamically), it must have routing methods. A routing method selects the 
proper destination of an incoming message among several dynamic processes (instances of 
ConTask in the example). In a typical communications protocol a router method could be used 
to create leaf processes to handle new end to end connections. In this example one can create 
several simultaneous connections from the user process to the first server (a:LA YER_BA) and 
therefrom through the other server (b:LA YER_BA) back to the user. When the end to end 
connection is built it can be used to transfer simple data packets and the connection can be 
released when desired. The user process simulates here several concurrent users of the 
underlying service. 

In OVOPS implementation, leaf processes and branch processes with router methods 
become instances of protocol tasks (class PTask). Ports become OVOPS interfaces (class 
fface) that contain the messages (class Message) that are specified in the associated channel 
type. In a complete Kannel specification every port must be connected to another port. In 
OVOPS implementation this corresponds straightforwardly to connecting the interfaces in 
OVOPS sense. As a language Kannel allows multiple connections from one port to other ports, 
but the current implementation of Kannel/OVOPS compiler is limited only to one-to-one 
associations. 

In Kannel a transfer syntax can be attached to a channel. It determines how the messages 
transferred in the channel are encoded and decoded. This is especially needed when a channel 
is made separate. A separate channel divides the specified system into distributed components. 
In the example the peer channel would be the logical point of distribution that would double 
the user process and divide the underlying service into two parts. In OVOPS a transfer syntax 
class implementation could utilise the Frame class that is designed to carry efficiently bit level 
information for encoding and decoding of protocol data units. To enable the use of the Frame 
class in Kannel programs it must be declared as an external class in Kannel and stubs for the 
external procedures must be declared in the runtime library. Automatic distribution of Kannel 
processes requires that the Kannel/OVOPS compiler produces the supporting code. The 
OVOPS class library defmes a transport service that can be used as the distribution vehicle. 
The current version of the Kannel/OVOPS compiler does not however support the automatic 
distribution of processes and support for defming transfer syntax classes is limited. 

In the following sections a more detailed study of the Kannel/OVOPS compilation process is 
given through the elaboration of the major components of the example both in Kannel and 
generated C++ level. The textual Kannel program code shown is the output of the visual 
Kannel editor and is given as an input to the Kannel/OVOPS compiler. The Kannel and C++ 
code fragments are taken from a ready-to-run test application. 
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5.2 Processes 

Leafprocess ConTask 
The ConTask process type has a simple state automaton that starts with an action clause. It 
has several states (sO, wfCC etc.) and each state has transitions triggered by messages (e.g. 
creq). Triggering is based on message types that are declared in channel definitions the process 
has access to (here CHAN_D and PEER). Ports clause declares the ports and associated 
channel types. Transitions of a state begin with an arcs keyword. A typical transition contains 
local processing (e.g. cr.id :- peeriD), sending of messages (e.g. peer!cr) and a state change 
(e.g. go wfCC). Attributes of the process like methods and process level variables are declared 
before the actions. CREQ, Cind, CCONF and Cconf are class types declared global in the 
Kannel specification. They are used to defme the inner structure of messages. 

dynamic process ConTask 
ports 

up : CHAN_D (in); peer : PEER (in); 
is 

cr : CREQ; cind : Cind; cc : CCONF; cconf Cconf; -- ... 
action 
state sO arcs 

creq -> { 
cr -> { 
else -> { 

end sO 

cr.id := peeriD; cr.version 
up!cind; go wfcc;} 
err } 

state wfCC arcs 

99; peer!cr; go wfCC; } 

cc -> { cconf.id := myiD; cconf.ack := cc.ack; up!cconf; 

end ConTask; 

In OVOPS the process is implemented as a C++ class that is derived from Kannel/OVOPS 
runtime library class KPTask which itself is derived from OVOPS protocol task (class PTask). 
OVOPS interfaces (up, peer), process level variables (e.g. cr) and a method that implements 
the state automaton (_runO) are declared here. The constructor of the class is the main entry 
point to introduce the class to the OVOPS scheduling and tracing system. 

class program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask : public KPTask 
public: 

program_CHAN_D up; 
program_LAYER_B_PEER peer; 
CREQ* cr; Cind* cind; CCONF* cc; Cconf* cconf; 
short _runO(object*, short, short); 
program_LAYER_B_LAYER_B~ConTask (canst char*,Scheduler*, KPTask*=O); 
-program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask (void); 

protected: // ... 
} ; 

Branch process LAYER_ BA 
Process type LA YER_BA is a branch process that contains router methods. In OVOPS it is 
implemented as a protocol task whose main execution function is responsible for calling the 
right router method depending on which direction the message is coming from. The router 

: 

... 

cconf.ack 

: 
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method gives as its return value an instance of a leaf process (ConTask) which in tum is given 
the message that arrived. A branch process contains an assoc clause that ties together the ports 
of the next inner task (here ConTask) to its own ports with optional router methods. In the 
following only a part of the router method of the peer channel (peerRouter) is presented. 

process LAYER_BA 
ports 

up : CHAN_D (in); peer : PEER (in); 
is 

dynamic process ConTask... -- shown previously 
cons : vvec [ConTask, 3]; --array for storing dynamic connections 
cona : ConTask; -- ... 
find_peer (dynamic PEER) : integer is 
if (arg is ProtocolDataUnit) then 

return arg.id -- connection end point identifier 
end if; 

end find_peer; 
peerRouter (arg : dynamic PEER) : ConTask is 

sender : integer := find_peer (arg); 
if (arg is CREQ) then 

if (create (sender, false) = false) then -- no more connections 
cc : := new CCONF; peer!cc; -- send negative ack to peer 
return nil; 

end if; 
end if; 
return find_pm (sender) -- create a new connection 

end peerRouter; --
assoc 

cona.up and up in upRouter; cona.peer and peer in peerRouter; 
end LAYER_BA; 

The main execution function of a branch process with routers is given below. 

short program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA::_runO(object* _m, short _port){ 

} 

KPTask *_t; 
switch (_port) 

case 1: _t 
case 2: _t 
default:_t 

{ //select router 
program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_upRouter(this, _m); break; 
program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_peerRouter(this, _m); break; 
0;//error 

if (_t) //run connection task and set it's new state 
_t->_setstate (_t->_runO (_m, (short)(_t->getstate()), _port)); 

return 0;//entity has no state 

5.3 Channels and messages 

The example has two channel types. Channel CHAN_D carries service primitives that are 
exchanged locally between the two layers and channel PEER contains protocol data units that 
can be transferred between two possibly distributed systems. The definition of channel PEER 
in Kannel is as follows. Transfer clause denotes class type used to encode/decode messages in 
this channel. 

... 

{ 
{ 
{ 

{ 
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channel PEER is 
transfer kannel; 
cr : CREQ; -- connect request protocol data unit etc. 
cc : CCONF; dr : DREQ; dt : DTR; 

end PEER; 
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The generated C++ class is derived from Kannel/OVOPS runtime class Klface that in tum is 
derived from the OVOPS port class Iface. Klface has an additional method (send) that enables 
one to encapsulate an instance of Kannel's local class into an OVOPS message and send it to 
the desired destination process. This normally happens from a transition statement in a state 
machine. 

class program_LAYER_B_PEER : public Kiface 
public: 

program_LAYER_B_PEER (PTask*, short); 
-program_LAYER_B_PEER (void);// ... 

} ; 

5.4 Local classes 

In Kannel instances of local classes hold nondistributable objects. They are typically used to 
present data types of messages exchanged between processes. In Kannel interfaces are local 
classes that contain a set of attribute signatures but no implementation, whereas concrete 
classes also give the implementation. In the example we have gathered common properties of 
protocol data units into an interface. Dynamic binding and subtyping in Kannel is based on 
interfaces. 

interface ProtocolDataUnit is 
id : integer; -- common to all PDUs 

end ProtocolDataUnit; 

-connection create request PDU 
class CREQ < ProtocolDataUnit is 

id : integer; -- inheritance and code reuse are separated 
version : integer; 

end; 

Runtime type information of class instances is part of Kannel. In the following example it is 
used to evaluate PDU's type. 

msg : CREQ; 
if (msg is ProtocolDataUnit) then 

msg.id := 1; 
end if; 

C++ classes generated from local classes are straightforward unless one uses generic classes or 
interface classes with method attributes. In OVOPS tracing of local classes requires that they 
are introduced to the hierarchical symbol interface. In the following example this is done using 
OVOPS's STATIC_SYMBOL macro. 

} ; 
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struct ProtocolDataUnit : public object 
} ; 
struct CREQ : public ProtocolDataUnit 

integer id, version; 
CREQ(); 
-CREQ(); 

} ; 
CREQ: :CREQ() : _Ob(30) { 

STATIC_SYMBOL(id, this); 
STATIC_SYMBOL(version, this); 

} 

5.5 State automaton 

Kannel!OVOPS compiler uses the state automaton execution function provided by the generic 
Kannel/C++ compiler. Kannel/OVOPS runtime library redefmes OVOPS protocol task's 
execute function to call the generated state machine. To give an idea what the state automaton 
looks like in C++ part of state machine of process Con Task is shown below. 

short program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask: :_runO(object* m, short from, 
short port) { short i, errs; 

switch (from) { 
case 2:_unexpected_message(m,"ConTask");return 0; 
case 1:11 state ConTask.sO 

switch (m->class_id) { 

} 

case O:return program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask_l_O(this); 
case 24:return program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask_l_l(this,(Creq*)m); 
case 30:return program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask_1_2(this,(CREQ*)m); 
default:return program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask_1_3(this,m); 

case 3:11 state ConTask.wfCC 
switch (m->class_id) { 
case 3l:returnprogram_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask_3_0(this, (CCONF*)m); 

II· .. 

The automaton gets as its input the incoming Kannel object and the current state of the 
process. If the corresponding transition was specified it returns the new state of the process. In 
C++ transitions become functions like below. The corresponding transition was specified in 
Kannel language in Section 5.2. 

integer program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask_l_l( 
program_LAYER_B_LAYER_BA_ConTask* const self, Creq* creq) { 

self->cr->id = self->peeriD; 
self->cr->version = 99; 
self->peer.send(self->cr); 
return 3; II exit to state ConTask.wfCC: 

5.6 OVOPS main program 

Kannel!OVOPS compiler generates a main program that is used to create static process 
instances and introduce them to the OVOPS tracing and scheduling system. It also connects 
the ports of these processes as specified in the Kannel program. There are a few integral parts 

{ 

{ 

.. 
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of every OVOPS program that cannot be expressed in Kannel. To these belong the proper 
initialisation of the OVOPS memory management system and selection of the scheduling 
algorithm of the processes. Also the way to use the global timer services of OVOPS must be 
defmed in the main program. Now these properties are gathered to a common hand-written 
code file that is included into the generated code and can be modifted by the user when 
necessary. An alternative to this approach would be to declare the needed OVOPS services as 
external procedures and then call them directly from Kannel processes. 
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